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Question 1: Why are positive electric charges always at the top of the cloud? 

Answer    1: Hydrogen (protons H⁺) is the lightest gas and the gas which supports the most, cold (- 259.14 ° C). 

 

Question 2: where does this hydrogen come from 

Answer    2: it comes from the decomposition of water vapor into H2 and O by the action of UV solar rays at altitude. 

 

Question 3: Why are negative electrical charges always at the bottom of the cloud? 

Answer    3: Oxygen is heavier and less resistant than hydrogen, cold (-182.96 ° C), it is considered to be very 

electronegative. 

 

Question 4: Why is the lightning between these 2 charges? 

Answer    4: If the hydrogen gives up electrons and the oxygen gains them, it means that we are witnessing a real chemical 

reaction between these 2 gases and we know that the synthesis of water is explosive (explosion -> means spark electric, it 

is lightning, thunder will make the noise of this explosion, the product obtained will necessarily be H2O water (rain). 

 

Question 5: What triggers this reaction? 

Answer    5: If you compress, the elements of this image in a cylinder with 2 pistons one acting from top to bottom and the 

other from bottom to top, this volume of air will compress and the compression of the air generates of heat, the two 

gases come into contact and mix, at a certain compression ratio, the conditions of heat and internal pressure trigger this 

chemical reaction (as in a Diesel engine): 

2H⁺ + 2é-  +  ½ O2 --> combustion + H2O + heat. These roles are played by the opposition of 2 mechanical forces (ascending 

and descending air currents), when the ascending air currents are strong (from 92 to 398 km / h), relatively the descending 

currents will be strong. 

"THE RAIN MEASUREMENT FORCE IS GREATER THAN THE TOTAL CREATION OF THE WORLD" 

 

Question 6: If rainwater forms like this, why are there clouds that rain without lightning and without thunder? 

Answer    6: After the storm (lightning + thunder + rain with large drops), there remains a significant amount of water in 

suspension in the form of clouds which are carried away by the winds by raining by condensation or coalescence far from 

their place from birth. 

 

Question 7: Why are the raindrops not the same volume or the same size? 

Answer    7: This reaction actually creates a veritable torrent of water which descends in very large drops, like pouring a 

bucket of water from the top of a skyscraper. These large drops are divided into small drops (they are torn by the air). 

My question to you: 

a- If rainwater is formed by water vapor, once fine droplets have formed which can be influenced by Earth's attraction, 

they will fall slowly and the raindrops will have relatively the same volume ( the terrestrial attraction does not make a 

selection), they cannot resist it until forming large drops the size of hailstones of more than 1 kg then fall !!! It's strange ? 

b- If the rainwater had been formed by water vapor, it would have rained much more in summer than in winter because 

evaporation is greater in summer. 

 


